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SUMMARY:

Do you think you know a bunch of random facts about Jewish history and/or pop
culture? Well here is your chance to prove it! Join us for a competitive evening
of Jewish bar trivia! Mocktails will be served! Prizes will be awarded! Fun will be
had by all!

TOPIC(S):

Trivia, Jewish History

LEARNING
OBJECTIVE:

Participants will have fun competing in an evening of Jewish trivia. They will
connect with their peers while gaining new knowledge about Jewish history and pop
culture.

AUDIENCE:

Fellows and Liaisons

TIMING:

90 minutes

APPENDICES:

Answer Cards
Potential Trivia Questions

MATERIALS
NEEDED:



Projector



Microphones for hosts



Speakers



Answer Cards (3 answer cards per team)



golf pencils



Mocktail Ingredients - Shirley Second Temple Ingredients (sprite, grenadine,
maraschino cherries) and Mai Chai ingredients - Pineapple Juice, maraschino
cherries, mini umbrellas)



Popcorn and popcorn containers



Flameless candles



Fun Swag to give out as prizes – old shirts, water bottles, blankets, etc.

created for Foundation for Jewish Camp for educational use

CORNERSTONE 2019 RESOURCE
Looking to create a relaxed bar vibe. Dim lights. Small tables with 4-5 chairs

SET-UP
DETAILS:

around each table scattered around space. Candle on each table. One long table
to the side for drinks and popcorn to be served.

SESSION TIMELINE & OUTLINE:
1.

Welcome to Jewish Bar Trivia! (15 minutes)
a.

Participants are assigned their teams for the evening. Once in their teams they
grab mocktails and popcorn and have a seat at their tables. At their tables
participants will work together to come up with their best Jewish punny name.

2.

Explain The Rules (5 minutes)
a.

There will be three rounds. Teams will receive an answer card at the start of each
round. Write your team name at the top of the answer card. Write down the
answer to each question as we go. Be careful and make sure the answer is written
in the correct slot. Each round will have 10 questions. Each team will receive one
“google it” opportunity per round during the competition in which they can look
up the answer on their phone. They have to decide to use their “google it” as a
team and notify the hosts by holding up their candle and yelling “google it!” in
unison. At the end of each round, each team should swap their answer card with
another team to have their cards scored. Once scored each card should be turned
in to the hosts

3.

Round 1 – Famous Jewish People (20 minutes)

4.

Round 2 – MUSIC ROUND!!!! Name the Jewish Musician! (20 minutes)

5.

Round 3 – Miscellaneous Jewish Trivia (20 minutes)

6.

Closing Ceremony – Announce the Top 3 and give out awesome swag to our winners!
Post the winners somewhere publically for everyone to see!

